Digital Independence Day in All Its Hues
“Freedom is never dear at any price. It is the very breath of life. What would a man not pay for
living?” said Mahatma Gandhi.
The students of PSBB T. Nagar did their part on the online platform celebrating the
‘Independence Day ‘throughout the week.
The tiny tots of Kindergarten did flag formation, salute, sang patriotic songs and drew and
colored the Indian flag by vegetable printing.

In the primary classes of 1 to 3 students drew and colored the Indian flag and national symbols,
read out messages of great leaders, did role play of some freedom fighters, Students of class 2
also danced gracefully to the lilting music of the patriotic song ‘nanna munna rahi hoon’

The students of different sections of class 4 and 5 shared PowerPoint Presentations about lesser
known freedom fighters and had discussions on the freedom movements.

Classes 6-8 shared presentations on the valiant freedom fighters of Tamil Nadu and other
Unsung Heroes of our nation, sang and danced for patriotic songs, and enjoyed quizzes on the
major facts of the freedom struggle, Students of some sections attired themselves in the colours
of our national flag.

Other activities done during the week included Time line of years marking important events in
the freedom struggle, dance, tabla performance of Vande mataram, poetry recital and speeches
on freedom fighters.
An interesting activity during Science class had representing food in the colours of the National
Flag. Students made models as wealth out of waste having the flag as the theme.

The Math department came up with interesting aspects like angles in the map of India, magic
square with independence date, significance of numbers in the Indian flag and Ashok Chakra

Though we were under restraint of not being able to showcase the wide variety of activities as
an offering to our freedom fighters physically, we are sure that every student is grateful to
these men and women ,for, it is because of them that today every Indian can lift his/her head
high and proudly acknowledge that he/she is part of Independent and magnificent India.
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